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A complete collection of the 48 WPA state guides that were issued, as well as Alaska (a territory at the 

time), Puerto Rico (still a territory), New York City (the New York State guide contained very little on NYC, 

for this reason) and Washington DC. These 52 volumes represent a complete set of the WPA State 

Guides. All are first editions, with exception of Illinois and Michigan, which are seconds. All are complete 

with issued maps (all loose maps are near fine or better) and all are in jackets. Most are VG/VG, or 

better. 

In my nearly two decades in the trade, I have yet to see an entire set offered for sale. This set is rare. 

 

“These books are guides to the real America, not the tourist America. The tourist America is there all 

right, the famous gardens of the Carolina low country, the fishing camps of northern Minnesota and 

Michigan, Natchez and the French Quarter of New Orleans, Monterey and the Torrey Pines, the 

plantations along the James – sometimes roughly handled, but there in all their real or tinseled glory. But 

here is the rest of America, the towns and counties we live in and pass through on the quickest, shortest 

trip. What of that America? It assumes a strange and unexpected aspect in the guides.” – Frederic 

Gutheim ‘Saturday Review of Literature’ – June 14, 1941 

mailto:kent@tschanzrarebooks.com


Workers of the Writers' Program of the Works Progress Administration in 

the State of Alabama. Alabama: A Guide to the Deep South. New York: 

Richard R. Smith, 1941. First Edition. 442pp. Octavo [21 cm] Green cloth 

with the title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. Near fine/Near 

fine. Price clipped dust jacket. 

Sponsored by the Alabama State Planning Commission. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Alabama tour map 

on front endsheet and pastedown. Map present in rear pocket. 

Scharf/Schoyer 1. Powell 1.  

 

 

 

Colby, Merle. A Guide to Alaska: Last American Frontier. New York: 

Macmillan Company, 1939. First Edition. 427pp. Octavo [21 cm] Blue cloth 

with gilt stamped title on the front board and backstrip. Near fine/Near fine. 

Sponsored by John W. Troy, Governor of Alaska. Illustrated throughout with 

black & white photographs and maps. Pictorial map endsheets and 

pastedowns. Map present in rear pocket. This is the only state guide to 

feature the name of a single author. Scharf/Schoyer 7. Powell 23. 

 

 

 

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Works Progress Administration in 

the State of Arizona. Arizona: A State Guide. New York: Hastings House, 

1940. First Edition. 530pp. Octavo [21 cm] Tan cloth with the title stamped in 

brown on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Near fine. The head of 

the price clipped jacket's spine is chipped with loss, minor nicking to corners, 

a few small closed tears. First issue binding. 

Sponsored by the Arizona State Teachers College at Flagstaff (present day, 

Northern Arizona University). Illustrated throughout with black & white 

photographs and maps. Touring map on the front pastedown and endsheet, 

and a transportation map on the rear pastedown and endsheet. 

Scharf/Schoyer 22. Powell 24. Adams Herd 43. Adams Six Guns 30.  

 



Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the 

State of Arkansas. Arkansas: A Guide to the State. New York: Hastings 

House, 1941. First Edition. 447pp. Octavo [21 cm] Black cloth with gilt 

stamped titles on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Near fine. Head 

of the jacket's spine chipped with minor nicking to the corners. 

Sponsored by G.C. Hall, Secretary of State, Arkansas. Illustrated throughout 

with black & white photographs. Touring map on the front pastedown and 

endsheet, and a transportation map on the rear pastedown and endsheet. 

Scharf/Schoyer 41. Powell 66.  

 

 

 

Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration for the State 

of California. California: A Guide to the Golden State. New York: Hastings 

House, 1939. First Edition. 713pp. Octavo [21 cm] Light green cloth with the 

title stamped in green on the front board and backstrip. First state binding 

and jacket. Very good/Very good. Price clipped jacket's spine is sunned with 

some rubbing to the extremities and minor chipping at the corners. 

Sponsored by Mabel R. Gillis, California State Librarian. Illustrated with black 

& white photographs and maps. Touring map on the front pastedown and 

endsheet. Large folding color map present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 

47. Powell 70 Adams Six Guns 31. Adams Herd 44.  

 

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Project Administration in the 

State of Colorado. Colorado: A Guide to the Highest State. New York: 

Hastings House, 1941. First Edition. 511pp. Octavo [21 cm] Tan cloth with 

the titles stamped in brown on the front board and backstrip. First state 

jacket. Very good/Near fine. Minor rubbing and nicking to the corners of the 

jacket. 

Sponsored by the Colorado State Planning Commission. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map 

endsheets and pastedowns. Scharf/Schoyer 95. Powell 103. Adams Herd 45. 

Adams Six Guns 32. 

 

 



Workers of the Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress 

Administration for the State of Connecticut. Connecticut: A Guide to its 

Roads, Lore, and People. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1938. First 

Edition. 593pp. Octavo [21 cm] Maroon buckram with the titles gilt stamped 

on the front board and backstrip. Good/Very good. Jacket rubbed at 

extremities with some losses, and a lengthy closed tear to the jacket's front 

panel with a large chip at the tear's end. 

Sponsored by Wilbur L. Cross, Governor of Connecticut. Illustrated with black 

& white photographs. There is a touring map on the front pastedown and 

endsheet, and a large folding color map present in the rear pocket. 

Scharf/Schoyer 108. Powell 138. 

 

 

Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration for the State 

of Delaware. Delaware: A Guide to the First State. New York: The Viking 

Press, 1938. First Edition. 549pp. Octavo [21 cm] Tan cloth with the title 

printed in black on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Near fine. 

Gentle wear to the extremities of the price clipped jacket. 

Sponsored by Edward W. Cooch, Lieutenant Governor. Illustrated throughout 

with black & white photographs (most by Willard S. Stewart) and maps. 

Touring map on front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map 

present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 120. Powell 149.  

 

 

 

 

Federal Writers Project of the Works Project Administration for the State of 

Florida. Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State. New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1939. First Edition. 600pp. Octavo [21 cm] Light blue cloth 

with the title and an Alligator printed in blue on the front board. First state 

jacket. Very good/Very good. Head of jacket's spine chipped and again at the 

head of the rear panel. Toning to pastedowns and endsheets from jacket's 

flaps. Short ink inscription at the head of the front free endsheet. 

Sponsored by State of Florida Department of Public Instruction. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on front 

pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the rear pocket. 

Nora Zeale Hurston worked on this guide. Scharf/Schoyer 131. Powell 161.   

 



Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the 

State of Georgia. Georgia: A Guide to Its Towns and Countryside. Athens: 

Universtity of Georgia Press, 1940. First Edition. 559pp. Octavo [21 cm] Red 

cloth with the title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. Very 

good/Very good. Minor nicking to the corners and the spine of the jacket. 

Rear panel of jacket shows gentle overall discoloring. Gentle foxing to flaps. 

Pencil inscription on the front free endsheet. 

Sponsored by the Georgia Board of Education. Illustrated throughout with 

black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on front pastedown. 

Large folding color map present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 154. 

Powell 253. 

 

 

[Fisher, Vardis] Federal Writers' Projects of the Works Progress 

Administration. Idaho: A Guide in Word and Picture. Caldwell, ID: The 

Caxton Printers, 1937. First Edition. 431pp. Octavo [24 cm] Dark green cloth 

with the title in gilt on the front board and backstrip and a lake and 

mountain scene in gilt and light green on the front board. Near fine/Fine. 

Minor discoloring at the corners of the jacket from tape that was placed on 

the verso. Bookplate on the front pastedown. 

This was the first state guide published in the American Guide Series and 

almost entirely written by Vardis Fisher. Illustrated throughout with black & 

white photographs and maps. An exceptionally clean copy of this rare work. 

Scharf/Schoyer 163. Powell 282. Adams Herd 1118. Howes F153. 

 

 

 

Federal Writers' Project for the State of Illinois. Illinois: A Descriptive and 

Historical Guide. Chicago: A.C. McClurg & Company, 1946. Revised Second 

Edition. 707pp. Octavo [21 cm] Maroon cloth with the title gilt stamped on 

the front board and backstrip. Very good/Very good. Gentle nicking to the 

corners of the price clipped jacket and some creasing and a few small chips 

to the foot of the jacket's front panel. 

Essentially a reprint of the first but with some significant changes: The 

Lincoln section has been moved to the rear, a section on WWII has been 

added and a section on Religion. Touring map on front pastedown and front 

endsheet. Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs and maps. 

Large folding color map present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 177. 

Powell 286.  



Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of 

Indiana. Indiana: A Guide to the Hoosier State. New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1941. First Edition. 548pp. Octavo [21 cm] Red cloth with 

the title in black on the front board and backstrip. Farm scene in black on 

the front board. Very good/Very good. Head of jacket's spine is chipped 

with loss. Endsheets and fore edge foxed. 

Sponsored by the Department of Public Relations of Indiana State Teachers 

College. Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs and maps. 

Touring map on front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding map present 

in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 182. Powell 464.  

 

 

Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration for the 

State of Iowa. Iowa: A Guide to the Hawkeye State. New York: The 

Viking Press, 1938. First Edition. 583pp. Octavo [21 cm] Green cloth with 

the title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Very 

good. Name, 'Illinois' and 'Tennessee' in ink neatly on the jacket's front 

panel. Light wear to extremities of the jacket, with nicking to the corners. 

Former owner's writing in ink, neatly at the head of the front pastedown 

and front endsheet. 

Sponsored by The State Historical Society of Iowa to Commemorate The 

Centenary of the Organization of Iowa Territory. Illustrated throughout 

with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on front 

pastedown. Large folding color map present in the rear pocket that has 

come loose from the stub and is laid in. Scharf/Schoyer 186. Powell 496.  

 

Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration for the 

State of Kansas. Kansas: A Guide to the Sunflower State. New York: The 

Viking Press, 1939. First Edition. 538pp. Octavo [21 cm] Green cloth with 

the title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Very 

good. A few short splits at the flap's fold (two small pieces of tape on the 

verso at one of the splits). Minor rubbing to extremities of the jacket with 

a few small chips, most notably at the head of the jacket's spine. 

Endsheets, pastedowns and fore edge foxed. 

Sponsored by [Kansas] State Department of Education. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the rear 

pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 197. Powell 503. Adams Six Guns 34. 

 



Federal Writers' Project of the Work Projects Administration for the State 

of Kentucky. Kentucky: A Guide to the Bluegrass State. New York: 

Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1939. First Edition. 489pp. Octavo [21 cm] 

Dark green cloth with the title stamped in black on the front pastedown 

and backstrip. Very good/Near fine. Head of jacket's spine chipped with 

loss. Extremities rubbed with a few short-closed tears. Toning to 

pastedowns and endsheets. 

Sponsored by the University of Kentucky. Illustrated throughout with black 

& white photographs and maps. Touring map on front pastedown and 

endsheet. Large folding color map present in the rear pocket. 

Scharf/Schoyer 202. Powell 521.  

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in 

the State of Louisiana. Louisiana: A Guide to the State. New York: 

Hastings House, 1941. First Edition. 746pp. Octavo [21 cm] Green cloth 

with the title stamped in red on the front board and backstrip. Very 

good/Near fine. Gentle wear to extremities of the jacket. 

Sponsored by the Louisiana Library Commission at Baton Rouge. 

Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring 

map on the front pastedown and endsheet, and a transportation map on 

the rear pastedown and endsheet. Scharf/Schoyer 215. Powell 585.   

 

 

 

Workers of the Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress 

Administration for the State of Maine. Maine: A Guide Down East. 

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937. First Edition. 593pp. Octavo 

[21 cm] Green buckram with the titles gilt stamped on the front board 

and backstrip. Very good/Very good. Price clipped jacket rubbed at 

extremities with some minor losses at the corners. Yellowing to rear 

pastedown and endsheet from laid in clipped newspaper article (since 

removed). 

Sponsored by the Maine Development Commission. Illustrated with 

black & white photographs and maps. There is a touring map on the 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the 

rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 236. Powell 570.  

 



Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of 

Maryland. Maryland: A Guide to the Old Line State. New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1940. First Edition. 561pp. Octavo [21 cm] Light blue 

cloth with the title in green on the front board and backstrip. Fishing 

scene in green on the front board. Very good/Good. Head of jacket's 

spine is chipped with loss. Endsheets and fore edge foxed. Backstrip faded 

with spotted boards. 

Sponsored by Herbert R. O'Conor, Governor of Maryland. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding map present in the rear 

pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 245. Powell 575. 

 

 

Workers of the Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress 

Administration for the State of Massachusetts. Massachusetts: A Guide 

to Its Places and People. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937. First 

Edition. 675pp. Octavo [21 cm] Blue buckram with the titles gilt stamped 

on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Very good. Price clipped 

jacket rubbed at extremities with some minor losses at the corners. 

Sponsored by Frederic W. Cook, Secretary of the Commonwealth. 

Illustrated with black & white photographs and maps. There is a touring 

map on the front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map 

present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 253. Powell 578.  

 

 

 

Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of 

Michigan. Michigan: A Guide to the Wolverine State. New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1943. Second Printing. 682pp. Octavo [21 cm] Gray 

cloth with the title in blue on the front board and backstrip. Automobile 

factory scene in blue on the front board. Very good/Near fine. Head of 

jacket's spine is chipped with loss. 

Sponsored by the Michigan State Administrative Board. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding map present in the rear 

pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 283.  

 

 



Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration. Minnesota: 

A State Guide. New York: The Viking Press, 1938. First Edition. 523pp. 

Octavo [21 cm] Tan cloth with the title stamped in blue on the front board 

and backstrip. Near fine/Near fine. 

Sponsored by the Executive Council, State of Minnesota. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the rear 

pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 293. Powell 704.  

 

 

 

 

Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration. Mississippi: 

A Guide to the Magnolia State. New York: The Viking Press, 1938. First 

Edition. 545pp. Octavo [21 cm] Green cloth with the title gilt stamped on 

the front board and backstrip. Very good/Very good. Minor nicking at the 

jacket's corners. Former owner notes in ink at the head and fore edge of the 

front pastedown. Name in ink on the map pocket. 

Sponsored by the Mississippi Advertising Commission. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the rear 

pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 302. Powell 717. Adams Six Guns 35.   

 

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in 

the State of Missouri. Missouri: A Guide to the "Show Me" State. New 

York: Duell, Sloan, & Pearce, 1941. First Edition. 652pp. Octavo [21 cm] 

Gray cloth with the title stamped in blue on the front board and 

backstrip. Good/Very good. Name in ink on the front and rear 

pastedown at the fore edge. Extremities of the jacket rubbed with some 

corresponding chipping and splitting, particularly at the hinges, which 

have been "repaired" with tape on the verso. 

Sponsored by The Missouri State Highway Department. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Scharf/Schoyer 

306. Powell 885. Adams Six Guns 36.  

 



Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration for the 

State of Montana. Montana: A State Guide Book. New York: The Viking 

Press, 1939. First Edition. 430pp. Octavo [21 cm] Dark blue cloth with 

the title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Near 

fine. Minor wear to the head of the jacket's spine. 

Sponsored by Department of Agriculture, Labor and Industry, State of 

Montana. Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs and 

maps. Touring map on front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding 

color map present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 316. Powell 887. 

Adams Herd 47. Adams Six Guns 37. 

 

 

 

Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration for the 

State of Nebraska. Nebraska: A Guide to the Cornhusker State. New 

York: The Viking Press, 1939. First Edition. 424pp. Octavo [21 cm] Dark 

blue cloth with the title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. 

Near fine/Fine. 

Sponsored by The Nebraska State Historical Society. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the 

rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 337. Powell 897. Adams Herd 48. Adams Six 

Guns 38.   

 

 

 

Workers of the Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress 

Administration for the State of New Hampshire. New Hampshire: A 

Guide to the Granite State. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1938. 

First Edition. 559pp. Octavo [21 cm] Blue buckram with the titles gilt 

stamped on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Fine. A few small 

nicks to the corners of a price clipped jacket. 

Sponsored by Francis P. Murphy, Governor of New Hampshire. Illustrated 

with black & white photographs and maps. There is a touring map on 

the front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in 

the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 359. Powell 964.  

 



Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of 

Nevada. Nevada: A Guide to the Silver State. Portland, OR: Binfords & 

Mort, 1940. First Edition. 315pp. Octavo [21 cm] Burgundy cloth with the 

title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. First state jacket. 

Good/Very good. Name in ink on the front pastedown. Jacket chipped at 

the corners and along the backstrip with loss. 

Sponsored by Dr. Jeanne Elizabeth Wier, Nevada State Historical Society, 

Inc. Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs and maps. 

Large folding color map present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 348. 

Powell 953. Adams Herd 49.  

 

 

 

Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration for the 

State of New Jersey. New Jersey: A Guide to Its Past and Present. New 

York: The Viking Press, 1939. First Edition. 735pp. Octavo [21 cm] Dark 

blue cloth with the title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. 

Very good/Near fine. Spine of jacket faded. Small chip at head of jacket's 

front panel. Former owner's stamp on title page. 

Sponsored by The Public Library of Newark and the New Jersey Guild 

Associates. Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs and 

maps. Touring map on front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color 

map present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 365. Powell 978. 

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Project Administration in 

the State of New Mexico. New Mexico: A Guide to the Colorful State. 

New York: Hastings House, 1940. First Edition. 458pp. Octavo [21 cm] 

Orange cloth with the titles stamped in blue on the front board and 

backstrip. First state jacket. Very good/Near fine. Jacket chipped at the 

head of the spine and the upper right corner of the front panel. 

Sponsored by the Coronado Cuarto Centennial Commission and the 

University of New Mexico. Illustrated throughout with black & white 

photographs (eleven by Laura Gilpin) and maps. Touring map endsheets 

and pastedowns. Scharf/Schoyer 386. Powell 1131. Adams Herd 50. 

Adams Six Guns 39. 

 

 



Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of New 

York. New York: A Guide to the Empire State. New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1940. First Edition. 782pp. Octavo [21 cm] Gray cloth 

with the title in blue on the front board and backstrip. Industrial motif in 

blue on the front board. Very good/Near fine. Minor wear to corners of a 

price clipped jacket. 

Sponsored by the New York State Historical Association. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the 

rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 449. Powell 1184.  

 

 

Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration in New 

York City. New York City Guide: A Comprehensive Guide to the Five 

Boroughs of the Metropolis - Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx, 

Queens, and Richmond. New York: Random House, 1939. First Edition. 

708pp. Octavo [21 cm] Blue cloth with the title gilt stamped on the front 

board and backstrip. Very good/Near fine. Corners of the jacket 

chipped. Blue printed wraparound present in Near fine condition. 

Sponsored by The Guilds' Committee For Federal Writers' Publication 

Inc. Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs and maps. 

Large folding color map present in the rear pocket.  

"With the decentralized operation of the Federal Writers' Project, it was 

inevitable that there would be 48 state projects and one for the District 

of Columbia. However, there was also one for the '50th state,' New York 

City." - Scharf/Schoyer 392. Powell 1139.   

 

The Federal Writers' Project of the Federal Works Agency Work Projects 

Administration for the State of North Carolina. North Carolina: A Guide 

to the Old North State. Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina 

Press, 1939. First Edition. 601pp. Octavo [21 cm] Burgundy cloth with the 

title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Near fine. 

The jacket's spine faded with the lower right corner of the front panel 

chipped. Closed tears to jacket's spine with tape "repairs" to the verso. 

Sponsored by the North Carolina Department of Conservation and 

Development. Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs 

and maps. Touring map on front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding 

color map present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 465. Powell 1201.  

 



 

Workers of the Federal Writers' of the Works Projects Administration for 

the State of North Dakota. North Dakota: A Guide to the Northern 

Prairie State. Fargo, ND: Knight Printing Company, 1938. First Edition. 

371pp. Octavo [21 cm] Green cloth with the title gilt stamped on the 

front board and backstrip. Near fine/Near fine. Minor spotting to top 

edge of the text block. 

Sponsored by the State Historical Society of North Dakota. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present at the 

rear pastedown. Scharf/Schoyer 470. Powell 1212. 

 

 

 

Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of 

Ohio. The Ohio Guide. New York: Oxford University Press, 1940. First 

Edition. 634pp. Octavo [21 cm] Brown cloth with the title in red on the 

front board and backstrip. Tire and agriculture motif in red on the front 

board. Very good/Near fine. Crease to front and rear panel of the jacket. 

Spine of jacket sun faded. 

Sponsored by The Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society. 

Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs and maps. 

Touring map on front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map 

present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 475. Powell 1216.  

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Project Administration in 

the State of Oklahoma. Oklahoma: A Guide to the Sooner State. 

Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1941. First Edition. 442pp. 

Octavo [21 cm] Blue cloth with the title gilt stamped on the front board 

and backstrip. Very good/Near fine. Faded spine to price clipped jacket. 

Sponsored by the University of Oklahoma. Illustrated throughout with 

black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on front pastedown 

and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the rear pocket. 

Scharf/Schoyer 504. Powell 1287. Adams Herd 51. Adams Six Guns 40. 

 

 



Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in 

the State of Oregon. Oregon: End of the Trail. Portland, OR: Binfords & 

Mort, 1940. First Edition. 549pp. Octavo [21 cm] Blue cloth with the title 

gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Near fine. Light 

wear to extremities of spine faded jacket. 

Sponsored by the Oregon State Board of Control. Illustrated throughout 

with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on pastedowns 

and endsheets. Large folding color map present in the rear pocket. 

Scharf/Schoyer 512. Powell 1292. 

 

 

 

 

Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of 

Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania: A Guide to the Keystone State. New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1940. First Edition. 660pp. Octavo [21 cm] Gray 

cloth with the title in red on the front board and backstrip. Industrial 

motif in red on the front board. Very good/Near fine. Minor wear to 

extremities of the jacket. 

Sponsored by The Pennsylvania Historical Commission and the University 

of Pennsylvania. Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs 

and maps. Touring map on front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding 

map present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 523. Powell 1341.  

 

 

 

Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration in Co-operation with the 

Writers' Program of the Work Project Administration. Puerto Rico: A 

Guide to the Island of Boriquen. New York: The University Society, 1940. 

First Edition. 409pp. Octavo [21 cm] Light green cloth with the title 

stamped in green on the front board and backstrip. Tropical scene 

stamped in green on the front board. Very good/Near fine. Spine of jacket 

faded. 

Sponsored by the Puerto Rico Department of Education. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. 'Steamer Lanes to Puerto Rico' map on the 

verso of the rear free endsheet. Large folding map present at the rear 

pastedown. Scharf/Schoyer 558. Powell 1410.  



  Workers of the Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress 

Administration for the State of Rhode Island. Rhode Island: A Guide to 

the Smallest State. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937. First 

Edition. 500pp. Octavo [21 cm] Red Cloth with the titles gilt stamped on 

the front board and backstrip. Very good/Near fine. A few small nicks to 

the corners of a price clipped jacket. 

Sponsored by Louis W. Cappelli, Secretary of State [Rhode Island], 

Chairman of the Sponsoring Committee. Illustrated with black & white 

photographs and maps. There is a touring map on the front pastedown 

and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the rear pocket. 

Scharf/Schoyer 559. Powell 1411.  

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in 

the State of South Carolina. South Carolina: A Guide to the Palmetto 

State. New York: Oxford University Press, 1941. First Edition. 514pp. 

Octavo [21 cm] Blue cloth with the title in black on the front board and 

backstrip. Agriculture motif in black on the front board. Very good/Very 

good. Minor wear to corners of the jacket with a few small nicks and a 

split to the hinge of the rear flap starting at the head. Former owner 

name in ink at the fore edge of the front pastedown. Name in ink on the 

map pocket. 

Sponsored by Burnet R. Maybank, Governor of South Carolina. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the 

rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 564. Powell 1429. 

 

Federal Writers' Project of the Works Projects Administration State of 

South Dakota. A South Dakota Guide. Pierre, SD: State Publishing 

Company, 1938. First Edition. 441pp. Octavo [21 cm] Red pebbled 

buckram with the title printed in white on the front board and backstrip. 

Near fine/Near fine. A few subtle discolorations to the spine of the jacket. 

Minor spotting to top edge of the text block. 

Sponsored by the State of South Dakota. Illustrated throughout with black 

& white photographs and maps. Touring map on front pastedown and 

endsheet. Large folding map present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 

566. Powell 1444. Howes R141. Adams Six Guns 44. An exceptional copy of 

this rare book.  

 



Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration for the 

State of Tennessee. Tennessee: A Guide to the State. New York: The 

Viking Press, 1939. First Edition. 558pp. Octavo [21 cm] Green cloth with 

the title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Very 

good. Extremities of jacket lightly rubbed with some minor nicking. Head 

of jacket's spine chipped with loss. Endsheets and pastedowns age toned. 

Sponsored by Department of Conservation, Division of Information. 

Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring 

map on front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in 

the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 574. Powell 1484. Adams Six Guns 45. 

 

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Project Administration in 

the State of Texas. Texas: A Guide to the Lone Star State. New York: 

Hastings House, 1940. First Edition. 718pp. Octavo [21 cm] Light blue 

cloth with the titles stamped in blue on the front board and backstrip. 

Second state jacket. Very good/Very good. Corners of price clipped jacket 

chipped with loss. Spine of jacket faded. Gentle rubbing to extremities of 

boards. 

Sponsored by the Texas State Highway Commission. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Historical pictorial 

map endsheets and pastedowns. Scharf/Schoyer 581. Powell 1487. 

Adams Herd 54. Adams Six Guns 46.  

 

 

[Morgan, Dale] Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Project 

Administration for the State of Utah. Utah: A Guide to the State. New 

York: Hastings House, 1941. First Edition. 595pp. Octavo [21 cm] Blue 

cloth with gilt stamped titles on the front board and backstrip. Very 

good/Very good. Corners of price clipped jacket chipped with loss. Spine 

of jacket faded. 

Sponsored by the Utah State Institute of Fine Arts, Co-sponsored by the 

Salt Lake County Commission. Illustrated throughout with black & white 

photographs and maps. Touring map on the front endsheet and 

pastedown, transportation map on the rear endsheet and pastedown. 

Scharf/Schoyer 598. Powell 1500. Adams Herd 56. Adams Six Guns 48. 

Saunders 13.  



Workers of the Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress 

Administration for the State of Vermont. Vermont: A Guide to the 

Green Mountain State. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937. First 

Edition. 392pp. Octavo [21 cm] Green buckram with the titles gilt 

stamped on the front board and backstrip. Very good/Very good. Minor 

rubbing to the extremities, with a few nicks at the corners, of a price 

clipped jacket. Bookplate on map pocket. 

Sponsored by the Vermont State Planning Board. Illustrated with black & 

white photographs and maps. There is a touring map on the front 

pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the rear 

pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 605. Powell 1528. 

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in 

the State of Virginia. Virginia: A Guide to the Old Dominion. New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1940. First Edition. 699pp. Octavo [21 cm] Gray 

cloth with the title in blue on the front board and backstrip. Coach and 

estate motif in blue on the front board. Very good/Very good. Minor 

wear to corners of the jacket with a closed tear to the jacket's faded 

spine, that starts at the head. 

Sponsored by James H. Price, Governor of Virginia. Illustrated throughout 

with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on front 

pastedown and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the rear 

pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 622. Powell 1531. 

 

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in 

the State of Washington. Washington: A Guide to the Evergreen State. 

Portland, OR: Binfords & Mort, 1941. First Edition. 687pp. Octavo [21 cm] 

Green cloth with the title stamped in black on the front board and 

backstrip. Whale in black on the front board. Covered wagon in black on 

the backstrip. First state binding. Good/Very good. Extremities of spine 

faded jacket are bumped with some chipping. Jacket splitting at the folds 

with tape "repairs" on verso. 

Sponsored by the Washington State Historical Society. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedowns and endsheet. Large folding color map present in the 

rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 640. Powell 1724. 



Federal Writers' Project Work Projects Administration. Washington: City 

and Capital. Washington DC: United States Government Printing Office, 

1937. First Edition. 1140pp. Octavo [21 cm] Black cloth with the title gilt 

stamped on the backstrip. Very good/Very good. Minor chipping to the 

corners of the jacket. Fore edge of text block mildly foxed. 

Illustrated throughout with black & white photographs and maps. 

"Handkerchief Map" on the pastedowns and endsheets. Both folding color 

maps are present in the rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 670. Powell 152.  

 

 

 

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in 

the State of West Virginia. West Virginia: A Guide to the Mountain 

State. New York: Oxford University Press, 1941. First Edition. 559pp. 

Octavo [21 cm] Green cloth with the title in blue on the front board and 

backstrip. Mining and mountain motif in blue on the front board. Very 

good/Very good. Minor chipping to the corners of the jacket with a 

thumbnail sized chip at the foot of the front panel. Bookplate on verso 

of front free endsheet. 

Sponsored by the Conservation Commission of West Virginia. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map on 

front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding map present in the rear 

pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 651. Powell 1729. 

  

 

Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in 

the State of Wisconsin. Wisconsin: A Guide to the Badger State. New 

York: Duell, Sloan, & Pearce, 1941. First Edition. 651pp. Octavo [21 cm] 

Green cloth with the title gilt stamped on the front board and backstrip. 

Very good/Very good. Gentle overall age toning to jacket. Former owner 

label on the front free endsheet. Pastedowns and endsheets yellowed. 

Sponsored by The Wisconsin Library Association. Illustrated throughout 

with black & white photographs and maps. Scharf/Schoyer 656. Powell 

1744. 

 

 



Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration 

in the State of Wyoming. Wyoming: A Guide to Its History, 

Highways, and People. New York: Oxford University Press, 1941. First 

Edition. 490pp. Octavo [21 cm] Yellow cloth with the title in brown on 

the front board and backstrip. Cowboy motif in brown on the front 

board. Near fine/Near fine. The jacket's spine is gently sun faded with 

a small chip at the head. 

Sponsored by Dr. Lester C. Hunt, Secretary of State. Illustrated 

throughout with black & white photographs and maps. Touring map 

on front pastedown and endsheet. Large folding map present in the 

rear pocket. Scharf/Schoyer 664. Powell 1755. Adams Herd 57. Adams 

Six Guns 49. 
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